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PREFACE
The 4th Volume of Ma'ariful-Qur'an is being presented before the
readers by the grace of Allah. The response of the first three volumes
received from the readers belonging to different walks of life was so
encouraging that the publishers had to produce several editions of
these volumes within a short period. The translation of the fourth volume was initially undertaken by Mr. Muhammad Wali Raazi who has
been involved in the process of the translation of the text from the very
beginning of the project. He accomplished the translation of SErah AlKraf from verse 94 to verse 199 but after that he was engaged with
some other works and could not continue the translation, while Prof.
Muhammad Shameem after completing the translation of the 3rd volume was free to take up the task. Therefore, the translation from
verse 200 of SGrah Al-A'rGf upto the end of the 4th volume was accomplished by him. This volume consists of the commentary of five S h a h s
of the Holy Qur'Gn upto the end of SGrah HGd.
It is for the information of the readers that the translation of the
5th volume has also been completed by Prof. Muhammad Shameem.
Its revision is also about to conclude. The 6th volume is being translated by Mr. Muhammad Ishrat Hussain, while the translation of the 7th
volume is now in the hands of Prof. Muhammad Shameem with whose
remarkable speed and zeal of work it is expected to be complete very
soon, Insha Allah. May Allah bless the translators with the best of rewards both here and in the hereafter, give them strength to accomplish the task entrusted to them according to His pleasure and make it
beneficial for the Ummah.
Muhammad Taqi Usmani

TRANSLITERATION SCHEME
Arabic Letter

Name of Letter

I
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'4

3

'L-
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-- tha

English Transliteration
a
b
t
th

-- sin

-- shin
'LP
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'Ib
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s
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dU
dl,
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-- dad
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br'
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-- nun
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-- waw
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Short Vowels
: Fathah
: Kasrah
: Dammah

Lonn Vowels
I

: Shortened Alif

1

: Maddah Alif
: Maddah YG
: Maddah Wiw

Di~thon~s
GI

31

31

:Alif and Y i
: Alif and WGw

ay (also ai in some cases)
aw (also au i n some cases)

[The Heights]
~urah
Al-A6r&was revealed in Makkah and it has 206 Verses and 20 Sections

-

Verses 94 95
1

@I

#I

$'1

lrtj

With the name of Allah, the Most Merciful, the Very Merciful

And We did not send any prophet in a town, but We
seized it's people with hardship and suffering so that.
they may turn humble. [941 Thereafter, We substituted
good in place of evil until they increased, and said,
"The suffering and prosperity came to our fathers
(too)!' Then We seized them suddenly while they were
not aware. [951

The above verses continue to speak of the events of early people
and their ominous fate. The events of five early prophets and their
people have been so far discussed. The sixth event concerning'the
and his people is going to be discussed after a
Prophet MusZ +.t~
few next verses.
We have already noted that usual style of the Holy Qur'an with
regard to the historical events is quite different from the books of
history. The Holy Qur'an does not care to describe a historical event in
it's entirety or in chronological order. Rather, it selects certain relevant portion of the event then lays emphasis on the lesson or moral
contained therein.

After relating the stories of the early people, the above verses
speak of the warnings and lessons for present people in order to save
them from the ill-fate met by their forefathers. The verse 94 warns
people that the fate of disaster and suffering described in thaforegoing
verses was not limited to the people of N&, 'Ad and Thamud only. It is,
rather, a usual practice of Allah that He sends His prophets to people
for their guidance and eternal success. Then, those who do not listen to
their advice and reject their invitation are subjected to suffering and
distress so that they may turn to their Lord in repentance. It is human
to turn to The Creator in distress. This suffering is, in fact, a blessing
of Allah in disguise as it is meant for their good. The great spiritual
leader Maulan; RGmi has versified this fact in these words:

-

d y ~ l l ~ ~ ~ L $ I jdL>- + ~ j ~ ! , 3 1 )
"The people are made to misbehave with you
in order that you turn to your Lord in tears."
The verse 94 has referred to this fact by saying, 'We seized it's
people with hardship so that they may turn in humbleness. The Arabic
.I 'Ba'sa' signifies hunger or poverty while the word: $15
'Darra'
word: ?
signifies illness. The Holy Qur'an has used these words to signify the
same meanings in other situations. The respected Companion
'Abdullah ibn Mas'id L;S LLII c r b ~has confirmed these meanings of the
'
to
two words. Some linguists have said that the word: d : ' ~ a ' s arefers
'Darra' signifies loss of health.
financial distress while the word: '15
The verse 95 said: "Thereafter, We substituted good in place of evil
until they increased."

.

.

The Arabic word: i&'sayyiah' in this verse refers to distress, while
the word: LS 'hasanah' signifies prosperity, and the word 'Afw': &
signifies increase or growth. The verse implies firstly that, they were
made to undergo a test of hardship and suffering in order that they
may repent and turn to Allah. When they did not take lesson from
this warning and were a failure in this test, they were put to another
test of a different kind. Their adversity was replaced with prosperity
and their distress with ease and comfort until they increased in
number and strength. This prosperity, after a long period of adversity,
should have made them grateful to their Lord and they should have
repented to Allah, but being completely lost in material pursuits and

perverted by their mundane desires, they did nothing but to say, 'The
suffering and prosperity came to our fathers (too).' that is, their
suffering and prosperity had nothing to do with their deeds, i t was just
a natural course of changing phenomena. It was after their obstinate
persistence in their evil and ignorance that they were seized by the
punishment of Allah. The verse said, 'Then We seized them suddenly
while they were unaware.'

-

Verse 96 99

And if the people of the towns believed and feared Allah, We
would have opened for them blessings from the heavens and
the earth, but they disbelieved. So, We seized them for what
they used to earn for themselves. [961 So, do the people of the
towns feel secure from Our punishment coming upon them
at night while they are asleep? [971 And do the people of the
towns feel secure from Our punishment coming upon them
in broad daylight while they are at play? [981 So, do they feel
secure from the plan of Allah? So, no one feels secure from
the plan of Allah but the people who are losers. [991

The Arabic word $;:'barakah1 used in this verse and translated as
blessing signifies increase or growth. The expression 'blessing of the
heaven and the earth' refers to all means of prosperity, like proper and
timely rain from heavens (clouds), abundant and healthy produce of
the earth and, above all, carefree enjoyment from their possessions
with no anxiety to spoil the pleasure of things. That is, everything
would have been blessed with 'barakah'.
The barakah manifests itself in two different ways. Sometimes, the
thing itself increases in quantity, as is reported happening with the
Holy Prophet & that a large number of people drank from a small pot
of water and were satiated, or the whole army was fed to their satis-

-

faction from a small quantity of food. Sometimes, the quantity of thing
does not increase but it's usefulness or efficacy is increased manifold.
It is usually observed that a certain thing in our household lasts as
long or benefits as many people as would have done three or four
things of the same kind. That is to say, certain things yield lasting
benefit to people while certain other things do not, or hardly serve
people either due to being damaged by accident or not being accessible
in times of need.
For example, sometime a single morsel of food becomes a source of
great strength and health, while in some other times a large amount of
food produces no results. Sometimes, we are able to do a considerable
amount of work in one hour's short time, while on other occasions this
amount of work can hardly be done in four or five hour's time. In these
instances the thing itself did not increase. That is, the morsel of food
and period of time remained as they were, their effect and benefit was,
however, enhanced many times.
This verse has implicitly expressed that 'Barakah' in all the
heavenly and earthly things can be achieved through the faith in Allah
and by acquiring: cS$'taqtoa' (abstinence) while, in the absence of these
two, one is deprived of the: iS3barakah'. When we take in view the
circumstances prevailing in today's world we notice the fact that the
net produce of the earth is comparably far more than ever before. The
recent inventions are a t our service to ease our life in a way that could
not be imagined of by past generations. But in spite of this abundance
of means and resources today's man is proportionally worried,
depressed, dissatisfied and as much deprived of peace and comfort as
was never before.
What has deprived today's man of peace and comfort? No explanation can be given to this question except that the: 22'barakah is
missing from these things. Another point which demands our attention here is that prosperity, good health and worldly possessions are
not necessarily a sign of favour and blessing from Allah. Sometimes,
these things are given to man out of anger as has been made clear in
verse 44 of Surah Al-An'am 'which has said:

Then they forgot the advice they had recieved, we opened to
them the doors of all good things. (6:44)
Thereafter, they were suddenly caught by the punishment of Allah.
This makes us understand that prosperity and affluence of wealth are
not sure signs of Allah's favour. They can sometimes, be a sign of
Allah's wrath and punishment. On the contrary, the present verse
leads us to conclude that: 22 barakah in earthly and heavenly things is
a sign of Allah's favour. In order to differentiate between the two situations one must understand that prosperity and good health are sometimes, given to people against their sins and transgression. They are
usually short-lived and are a sign of Allah's displeasure while on other
occasions people are favoured with them with lasting benefits as a
reward of ' h i i n ' and 'taqwa". To determine as to which is a sign of
favour and which a sign of displeasure is difficult as both are alike.
The men of Allah, however, have suggested some distinct signs to
differentiate between the two. When prosperity and good health make
man more grateful to Allah and he tends to worship His Lord more
than before, it is an indication of Allah's favour. On the contrary, when
one tends to be more involved in sinful deeds, it must be a sign of
Allah's wrath. We seek shelter against such state of affairs.
The verses 97 to 99 have warned the people of the world saying: "So,
do the people of the towns feel secure from Our punishment coming
upon them a t night while they are asleep?" The verse implies that the
residents of these towns (the people living in the time of the holy
Prophet & seem to be unmindful of the fact that they can be caught by
the punishment of Allah any time when sleeping a t night. They
should not feel themselves secure from the punishment of Allah which
may come to them suddenly any day when they are busy in their
worldly pursuits. What has made them so fearless of Allah's plan? 'The
fate of the early people referred to in the foregoing verses should be a
lesson for these people. Man should be wise enough to take lesson from
the events of other people and avoid things to do which had led them
to death and disaster.

Verses 100 - 102

Is it not a guidance to those who inherit the land after
it's ( former) inhabitants that, if We so will, We would
afflict, them for their sins? And We seal their hearts so
that they do not listen. [I001
Those are the towns We narrate to you of their important events. And surely their messengers came to them
with clear signs, but they were not to believe in what
they had belied earlier. This is how Allah seals the
hearts of the disbelievers. [ l o l l
And We did not find with most of them any covenant
(unbroken), and surely We have found most of them
sinners. [I021

After relating events of the early people, the above verses invite
the people of Arabia and the people of the world to take lesson from
these events by abstaining from deeds that incurred Allah's wrath,
and by following the practices that led the prophets and their believers
to eternal success. The verse 100 speaks " Is it not a guidance to those
who inherit the land after it's ( former ) inhabitants that, if We so will,
We would afflict them for their sins?" The ,word J & ~ & signifies to
guide or to inform. The events narrated above have been made the
subject of the verb &
, (guide) . The verse implies that these events
should serve as a lesson and a means of guidance for later generations
who have inherited the land from their earlier owners. They too, can
incur the punishment of Allah for their disbelief just as their ancestors met the fate of ruin and disaster for their disobedience.
Thereafter, the verse says:

"And We seal their hearts so that they do not listen"

-

The word: @ is used for printing or stamping. It implies that these
people have taken no lesson from the past events with the result that
they incurred the wrath of Allah making their hearts sealed. They are,
therefore, unable to listen to the truth. The Holy Prophet & said in a
Tradition: "When one commits sin for the first time a black dot is
placed on his heart, if he keeps committing sins for the second and
third times the second and third dots are placed. If one increases in his
sins without repenting to Allah, these black spots keep increasing
until the whole heart is painted black." This ultimately deprives man
of his natural faculty of distinguishing right from wrong. This, consequently, leads one to receive evil as good and good as evil, harmful as
useful and useful as harmful.
This perversion of human understanding has been termed in the
Holy Qur'an as ' rzn' signifying the rust of the heart. In this verse, as
in many other verses of the Holy Qur'an, this stage has been named as
'tabu". The result of their hearts being sealed has been mentioned a t
the end of the verse by saying ( $ j k $ >$) "so that they do not listen".
One may think that more appropriate expression in this context was
(Y+-Y>/., +)># "they do not understand" as the adverse effect of sealing,of
the heart is obviously related to the faculty of understanding and not
to the listening. The Holy Qur'an has used the word 'listen' to indicate
that understanding is usually the result of listening to the truth. Now,
since their hearts have been sealed they are rendered unable to
listening the truth. hinother explanation to this may be that all human
faculties and limbs are controlled by human heart, that is, the function
of all human parts is adversely affected by malfunctioning of the
heart. When one loves any one or anything he likes everything - good
or bad - in that person or object.

~ci,&

The verse 101 has contained the phrase
S!$Sd
3$ J
"these
%
are stories of the towns that We narrate to you." The word:lr;"nabZ in
Arabic is used to denote some great news. With the word: 'min' the
verse has indicated that the events described in these verses are only
some of a large number of events bearing the same lesson. The verse
has further said, "And surely, their messengers came to them with
clear signs, but they were not to believe in what they had belied
earlier." It brings out their obstinate attitude towards the prophets

who came to them with clear signs or miracles which are a definite
means to decide between right and wrong but they obstinately rejected
the truth, only because they had once belied them.
We know from this verse that miracles were given to all the
prophets. The miracles of some prophets have been mentioned while
the miracles of most of the prophets have not been referred to in the
Holy Qur'an. This does not allow one to infer that the prophets not
mentioned in the Qur7inwere not given any miracles. As for the statement of the people of the prophet HGd, appearing in Surah HGd as s l o '
;
'"
4 ;
.;."you did not bring any clear sign", this verse has clearly indicated
that their statement was simply out of their obstinacy or, may be they
thought his miracles were of less significance.
Another point to be noted is that the present verse is speaking of
the peculiarity of the disbelieving people who rigidly and obstinately
followed the path of ignorance, only to prove that what they had once
said was true, with no regard to all the clear signs and proofs of the
truth. Most of the Muslims, even some 'Ulami' (the religious scholars)
are seen to have the same habit of supporting their wrong statements
in the face of clear proofs of the truth. This condition is a usual cause
of incurring Allah's wrath. ('Masail aI Suluk')
Thereafter, the verse said &$I Y$L;L;$~ &9 $2 "This is how Allah
stamps upon the hearts of the dishelieversl' that is, Allah seals the
hearts of those who disbelieve and reject the truth, making them
unable to accept good as good. The verse 102 has said, "And We did not
find with most of them any covenant (unbroken)." The Companion
'Abdullah ibn Abbas GS dl
has said that the covenant referred to in
this verse is the Covenant called
. That is, the covenant that
Allah made with the spirits of all the creatures before creating them,
when Allah said to them: $A'&'ill~m I not your Lord?'' All the human
spirits entered into a covenant by answering" Yes" to the question.
Most of the people forgot this covenant after they came to earth, and
got involved in worshipping false gods instead of worshipping Allah.
The verse, therefore, has said that Allah did not find most of the
people true to this covenant. (Tafsir Kabir)
>J

u:+

/

The respected companion 'Abdullah ibn Mas'ud ~ ;JJI
t dJ
has said
that the covenant referred to in this verse is the covenant of 'Iman' the
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Faith as has been indicated in the Holy Qur'an in these words '&Ii'l;
1% #>I
L+ "Except the one who entered into a covenant with
(Allih), the covenant in this verse signifies the covenant of Faith. The
verse, therefore, implies that most of the people deviated from their
covenant with Allah. We usually note that nearly every individual
when he finds himself trapped in some distress, no matter how sinful
he is, turns to Allah and often makes a promise in words or in his
heart that he will be faithful to Allah and obey Him and avoid disobedience if he is relieved from this calamity. But when they are out of
the mess, they indulge in their mundane desires having no regard for
their covenant with Allah.

ahk kin

The Holy Qur'an has made mention of many of such people. It may
be noted that the verse has made exception by saying 'most of them'
and not 'all of them'. It is because there are people who are so
perverted that even in their distress they do not turn to Allah, and
they do not think of making any promise with Allah, while there are
others who fulfil their promise and stay obedient to Him. At the end,
the verse has the phrase "We found most of them sinners." That is,
most of the people deviate from their covenant of staying obedient to
Allah.
The above verses have described five events of earlier people so
that present people may learn lesson from them and avoid following
the course of their forefathers that led them to disaster.
Of all the events of early people described in this chapter the next
&A
which has been described in some
event is of prophet Musa cur
detail in the following verses because his miracles are larger in
number and more prominent in their nature. Similarly, his people, the
Israelite, were more obstinate and ignorant than other people of the
world. In addition, these verses, 103-110 carry some injunctions and
points of discussion.

-

Verses 103 108
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Then after them We sent MGsa ,UI+with Our signs to
Pharaoh and his chiefs then , they did injustice to
them. So, look, how was the fate of the mischiefmakers. [lo31 And MGSZ rKLTI + said ,"O Pharaoh, I am a
messenger from the Lord of the worlds, [lo41 worthy of
saying nothing about Allah except the truth. I have
come to you with a clear sign from your Lord. So, let
the children of Isrii'il go with me." [I051 He said, 'Tf you
have come with a sign, bring it out, if you are one of the
truthful." [I061 So he threw down his staff, and it was a
serpent, manifest; [I071 and drew out his hand, and it
was a white light to the onlookers. [lo81

The verse 103,has said that after the prophets NGh, Hud, Salih, Lut
and Shu'aib, We sent Muss r ~L& l with Our signs towards Pharaoh
and his people. The 'signs' may refer to the verses of the Torah or to
. The word Pharaoh was the
the miracles of the prophet Muss
title of Egyptian kings. The Pharaoh of Muss's time is said to be
1 S 1 ' t h e ydid injustice to them (signs)"
Mernephtah. The phrase I&
here means that they showed indifference to the verses of Allah,
instead of being grateful to Him and having faith in them they rejected
His verses. The word +b rendered as wrong or injustice, in fact, signifies the use of something for a purpose opposite to what it was created
for. Further it said 34'1%G ZL? 3 $L ,,So look how was the fate of
mischief-makers." Again the people are invited to take lesson from
these events and think of their own fate.
f9

/

The verse is a clear declaration of the prophet Muss
+before
Pharaoh that he was a messenger of Allah, the Lord of all the worlds,
and that his status of prophethood does not allow him to ascribe
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anything but truth to Allah because the message given to the prophets
by Allah is a sacred trust and it is a great sin to tamper with it. All the
prophets of Allah are free of all sins and cannot do so. The prophet
MGsa t%.JILjc tried to convince them that they should believe him
because his truthfulness was beyond question and that he had never
uttered a word of lie. In addition to this, his miracles are a clear proof
to support his claim to prophethood.
In the light of these clear signs he must believe him and let the
children of Isra'il go with him free of his illegitimate surveillance. The
Pharaoh, out of his obstinacy, did not listen to anything, but
demanded saying, " If you have come with a sign, bring it out, if you
'$9
are among the truthful," @.&I ;
:Sf $1 7 1 FGG
, ,d
The prophet
~ u s rUl
a LjS, in response to his demand, threw down his staff on the.
earth, instantly it turned into a serpent: Y , C ! ,j.&, { 3 lip The word
'thu'bgn' in Arabic signifies a huge serpent. The use of the word 'mubh'
as an adjective which means 'clear or prominent' is quite descriptive of
the fact that this miraculous event took place manifestly before the
eyes of the people of the Pharaoh, and it was not performed secretly in
a hidden or secluded place as is usually done by magicians. In some
historical traditions it has been cited on the authority of the
c
that as the serpent moved towards
Companion Ibn 'Abbas ~ t &I
Pharaoh, he jumped from his throne and sought shelter near the
-prophet Musa ?UI
&A
and many of his courtiers died of extreme fear.
t

//

'I

0

&J

(Tafsir Kabir)

Transformation of the staff into a real serpent is not, in fact, totally
impossible as it apparently seems. It is, however, surprising due to
being unusual. The miracle has to be an unusual act, beyond the
power of a common individual. Allah shows the miracles through His
prophets to make people understand that they possess some divine
powers and are true prophets of Allah. Thereafter, the verse ( 7 : l O B )
said, &@,?~ik';? ~ $ : ~ k > y ' ~he
n ddrew out his hand, and it was white
light to the onlookers.'

The Arabic word: t~nuza'a signifies extracting something from
another thing with force. Here this word indicates that the prophet
-Musa t~~~
applied some force while drawing out his hand. The
verse does not speak of a place from where he drew out his hand. In

-

-

other verses, however, we find mention of two things. In a verse (27:12)
,,
, 999
we find the words &l&
%d~,.bd 'enter your hand under your robe.' The
other verse (20:22) contains the words (2+G J! 5~:pl;) 'put your hand
under your arm.' The two phrases indicate that he used to draw out
his hand either from under his arm or from under his shirt. Arabic
'bayda' means white. The whiteness of hand may also be due
word: <
to some disease, it is perhaps, why the Holy Qur'an has added the
words 'without an evil' in other (28:32, 27:12) verse to eliminate any
possible doubt of a disease. We know from a Tradition reported by the
Companion 'Abdullah ibn 'Abbas L;S &Iy",, that this whiteness was not
of ordinary kind. It had light that illuminated the whole surrounding.
(QurtubT) The Arabic word 'nzzirh' signifying the 'onlookers or viewers'
indicates that this light was so surprising for the people that they
gathered to see it.
The prophet Muss +Jl A& performed two miracles a t this occasion
on the demand of the Pharaoh. First, the transformation of his staff
into a serpent, second, drawing his hand out from under his arm,
emanating light from it. The first was to serve as warning for the
unbelievers while the second aimed at inviting them to the truth. I t
also indicated that the message of the prophet Muss was a light and to
follow it would lead people to eternal success.

Verses 109 - 110

The chiefs of the people of the Pharaoh said, "This man
is certainly a sorcerer of great knowledge. [lo91 He
wants to expel you from your land. So, what do you
suggest ?" [I101

The Arabic word 'Mala" is used for influential chiefs. After seeing
these miracles they said to the people he was a great sorcerer. Being
ignorant of divine powers of Allah they could say nothing else as they
believed Pharaoh to be their god and had seen nothing but the magical
charms of the sorcerers in their life. They, however, added the word
"alim' signifying the one who knows, showing their impression that the

- -

miraculous acts of Musa r ~ 4l were of the kind that could not be
performed by a n ordinary magician. So, they said that he was a
sorcerer of great knowledge.

The difference between miracle and sorcery
The miracles and sorcery are so distinct in their nature and effect
that they do not require any explanation to any one applying common
sense. The sorcerers usually live in impurity and, the more they are
unclean and impure the more they are successful in their sorcery. The
prophets, on the other hand, are by nature the most clean and pure
people. Another obvious distinction is that a sorcerer is never
successful when he makes claim to prophethood. Besides, the acts
performed under the effect of sorcery do have physical causes as other
things have, with the only difference that their causes remain hidden
to common people. The people, therefore, take them to be happening
without the help of any cause. On the contrary, the miracles are
directly a manifestation of Allah's power and have nothing to do with
physical causes. This is why the miracles have been ascribed directly
to Allah and not to the prophets in the Holy Qur'an. The Qur'an said
"but Allah threw the pebbles" (while these pebbles were thrown by the
Holy Prophet & in the battle of Badr) In short, the miracles and
sorcery are totally different from each other. The people of knowledge
have no confusion about it. In order to eliminate any possible confusion of a common individual, Allah has provided with obvious distinctions between the two.
Even the people of the Pharaoh found the miracles of thz prophet
Musa rX,J~4 somehow different from the normal acts of sorcerers.
Therefore, even while accusing him of sorcery they admitted that he
was 'of great knowledge' meaning that his act was not comparable
with the acts of the normal sorcerers.
- -

Verses 111- 122

They said, 'leave him and his brother alone for a while,
and send men to the cities to collect [1111 and bring to
you every expert sorcerer." [I121
And the sorcerers came to Pharaoh. They said, 'There
must be a reward for us, if we are the victors!' [I131 He
said, "yes, and of course, you will be among the closer
4,either you throw
ones!' [I141 They said, "0MGsi
(first) or shall we be the ones to throw?" He said, 'You
throw." [I151
So when they threw, they bewitched the eyes of 'the
people, and made them frightened, and produced great
sorcery. [I161 And We revealed to MGsZ, 'Throw your
staff." Then of a sudden, it began to swallow all that
they had concocted. [I171
So, the truth prevailed, and what they were doing
became a nullity. [I181 So, they were overcome there
and turned humiliated. [I191 And the sorcerers were
constrained to fall in prostration. [I201 They said, 'We
believe in the Lord of the worlds, El211 the Lord of Misii
and Hirun." [I221

These verses narrate the remaining part of the story of the prophet
-Musa r%.,JlcjS. Seeing these wonders of staves turning into serpents
and making his hand emitting strong white light, the Pharaoh should
- have been convinced and have believed in Musa ?UI &A as the logic

and sense demanded. But it is the common practice of the wrong-doers
that they always seek false interpretations of the truth in order to
conceal it, the Pharaoh and his people belied him instead, and said to
the people that he was a great sorcerer and that he wanted to expel
them from their homes and take over the rule of the country. The
people of the Pharaoh suggested:

"leave him and his brother alone for a while, and send men to
the cities to collect and bring to you every expert sorcerer111,112."

The people of the Pharaoh said that there were many expert sorcerers
in their cities who were capable of defeating Muss
&.
Some soldiers should be sent to collect and bring the sorcerers for
this purpose. Sorcery and magic, being the custom of the day, the
sorcerers enjoyed a high status among people. Allah sent Musa r~~ +
with the miracles of the staff and white-lit hand so that people may
clearly observe the misery of the sorcerers after entering into a contest
with Muss ,.Ur 4.It is the usual practice of Allah that He sends His
prophets with miracles that are appropriate to the demand of the time.
For instance, in the time of the prophet 'Is; (the Jesus), Greek philosophy and medical sciences were a t their zenith. He was, therefore,
sent with the miraculous powers of restoring the sight of those who
were born blind and cure the lepers instantly with a touch of his hand.
In the time of the Holy Prophet g the Arabs were boastful of their
oratory and linguistic capabilities. The Holy Qur'an was sent as the
greatest of all miracles of the Holy prophet. It's diction and style so
bewildered the Arabs that they instantly acknowledged a super
human element in it. The sorcerers came to Pharaoh and said:
"There must be a reward for us, if we are the victors." (113)

He said,
"Yes, and of course, you will be among the closer ones." (114)
The sorcerers were invited from all over the country. When they all

came to Pharaoh they asked him of some reward if they gain victory
over MGsa r~~
. He promised that in addition to their reward they
shall be included among those close to him. The historical reports
about the number of these sorcerers give us different information.
These give us a number from nine hundred to three hundred thousand. The quantity of the staves and strings used in this contest is
reported to be as great as was loaded on three hundred camels. (Qurtubi)
It may be noted that the first thing the sorcerers did, was to have
an assurance about the reward they will get in return of their performance. It is because worldly people are always after worldly gains.
They do nothing unless they are sure of their gains, while on the
contrary, the prophets and their disciples always declare:

I do not ask you for a reward, a s my reward is with t h e Lord
of all t h e worlds.' (26:109)

That is, the prophets of Allah preach and convey the message of
Allah only for the good and guidance of people and they seek no financial gain against it. They seek their reward from Allah alone. After
this discourse with Pharaoh the sorcerers got the place and date fixed
for the great encounter. An open land was chosen for the purpose and
the time was fixed after the sunrise on their festival Day. It is also
mentioned in a verse of the Holy Qur7En:MGsE + j l &A said: f g $ & ~ ' J G
$,$&I =!$;$$I "your appointed day is the day of ' z h a h t so that
people may be gathered after sunrise." (20:59)
- Some reports say that the prophet Musa rWl+ had a short
conversation with the chief of the sorcerers and asked him if they
would accept the faith in case he defeated them? He said that there
was no question of their being defeated as they possessed such great
magical powers that could not be overcome by any one. And in case
'you bring defeat to us we shall declare our faith openly in the presence of the Pharaoh'. (Mazhari and Qurtubi)
They said,
"0 MGsZ either you throw (first) or shall we be t h e ones to
throw."

The Arabic word: '!&llilqa' means to drop something down. On the
- day of encounter the sorcerers asked the prophet Musa ?%..ti~ jifthe
would drop down his staff first or should they throw theirs first? This
question of the sorcerers was perhaps to show their complacency about
their art, though the mode of their sentence indicated t h a t they
wanted to start first, but for giving an impression of power to their
- 4 had
opponent they put that question. Since-the prophet Musa
nothing to fear about, he invited them saying 'you drop.'
Ibn Kathir has said that the prophet Muss ?WI4 behaved with
them politely by inviting them to have their turn first. The effect of
this behaviour was that they accepted the faith after their defeat. Here
we are faced with a question. The sorcery is an impermissible act,
specially when it is used to oppose a prophet sent by Allah it becomes
gave permisan act of infidelity. How then the prophet MGsa ?UI
sion of magic to the sorcerers by saying 'you drop'? With a little
thought we can find the answer. It was certain that the sorcerers will
show their magic by all means. The point of conversation was to decide
who should start the contest. The prophet MGsi r%..t~ allowed them
to begin. Another advantage of this strategy was that the people could
see their performance and the sorcerers had all the time to show their
art and turn the staves into snakes. Then the staff of the prophet
-Musa r % . . t ~should
~
turn into a serpent and eat up all the snakes,
thus the open defeat of magic should be exhibited before the people.
J&

(Bayin- al- Qur'an)

So, when they threw, they bewitched the eyes of the people,
and made them frightened, and came out with great sorcery.
(116)

This verse indicates that this demonstration of their magic was
just a bewitching of the eyes of the people which made them see the
staffs and strings as snakes leaping on the ground, while the strings
and the staffs did not change physically. It was a kind of mesmerism
hypnotising the minds of the onlookers. This does not mean that
sorcery is confined only in this kind and that it cannot change something into another, as we do not have any proof against it. On the
contrary, many forms and kinds of magic have been taken as being

reality. The terms magic and sorcery are usually applied for all the
acts that seem to be happening in unusual way. Sleight of hand, telepathic influences and mesmerism are sometimes called magic. Transformation of one thing into another through magic may be a possibility
but we have no valid reason or proof for or against it.
9 '
, ,9.<
<,**'.
The next verse 117 said, 5%; &LueJ; 1i6$6
,jJI $1
b,~,
"And
We revealed to Muss 'Throw your staff.' Then, of a sudden it began to
swallow all that they had concocted." We find it reported in history,
when thousands of staffs and ropes were turned into snakes leaping
.cjc to drop down his
all over the ground, Allah commanded Muss
staff on the ground. It turned into a great snake and instantly began
to eat up the snakes of the sorcerers. The crowd stood bewildered and
stunned at this sight. Within no time all the snakes were eaten up by
A
&
.
Next, the verse said:
the great snake of the prophet Muss
30
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"So, the truth prevailed and what they were doing became a
nullity. So there they were overcome and turned humiliated.
And the sorcerers were constrained to fall in prostration. They
said, "We believe in the Lord of the worlds, the Lord of Muss
and Harun."

The sorcerers were so overawed by the miracle of the prophet Muss
,UI
&A
that they fell in prostration. This may also imply that Allah
blessed them with favour and put them in prostration. They added the
phrase, the Lord of Muss rUI+ and Harun after saying, the Lord of
the worlds, to make it clear that the Lord worshipped by Muss rUl
and Harun is, in fact, the Lord of the Universe, and not the Pharaoh as
he pretended to be.

Verses- 123 - 127

The Pharaoh said, 'You have believed in him before I
permitted you. No doubt, this is a device you have devised in
the city, so that you may expel it's people from there. Now
you shall know (it's end). [I231 I shall certainly, cut apart
your hands and your legs from opposite sides. Then I shall
crucify you all together!' [I241 They said, 'We are surely to
return to our Lord. [I251 You punish us for no other reason
but that we have believed in the signs of our Lord when they
came to us. "0our Lord, pour out patience upon us and let
the death take us while we are Muslims ( the faithful)!' [I261

And the chiefs of the people of the Pharaoh said, "Do you
leave MEsZ rUL+and his people that they spread disorder
in the land while he leaves you and your gods?" He said, " We
shall slaughter their sons and let their women live. And we
have full power over them!' [I271

The foregoing verses had a detailed account of the contest between
~ j and
s
the sorcerers and that after their defeat
the prophet Musi
the sorcerers declared their faith in Allah. Some historical reports say
that subsequent to their declaration of faith in Allah, six hundred
thousand more people followed suit and declared their belief in Allah.
Before this open contest there were only two individuals believing in
Allah. Now a great army of people became Muslims. It was, obviously
an embarrassing situation for the Pharaoh. Like a clever politician'he
managed to conceal his state of mind before the people, and changed
the situation by putting the blame of conspiracy and rebellion on the
- sorcerers. He claimed that they had joined hands with Musa p U lLjc
and Harun in order to create disorder in the country. Then he said to
the sorcerers, "You have believed in him before I permitted you." This
was a threat to the sorcerers on the one hand, and on the other, he
tried to convince his people that the sorcerers made a hasty decision in

accepting their faith and fell prey to the trap of MGsa
and
Harun. Otherwise, he would have also believed in him in case MGsi +L
r~~ and Harun proved truthful in their claim.
It was a clever design of Pharaoh. He tried to keep his people stay
in their former ignorance and make people believe that the contest
was pre-plotted between the prophet Muss +JI +A and the sorcerers.
He cleverly twisted the fact that the miracle of Musi ? U l+.k and the
open conversion of the sorcerers to the true Faith was purely to expose
the ignorance and falsehood of the Pharaoh. He turned it into a political issue by saying, "So that you may expel it's people from there." He
wanted to make his people believe that they planned the whole matter
to gain power over the country and expel the people from there.
After making all these strategic statements he threatened the
sorcerers, first, with an indefinite remark saying, "Now you shall know
(your end)". Further specifying the threat, He said, ~ ~ p ~ , i ; ~ & + i ' i ; T
9*-9
,,,
+I
,C
' .+ Y d+"1 shall surely, cut your hands and legs from the
opposite sides. Then I shall crucify you all together." By cutting from
the opposite sides he meant the right hand and the left foot so that
they are made completely disabled and invalid.

, ."
a

The Pharaoh made all the efforts that he could to control his
people. The belief in Allah, or "Tmin' as it is called by the Qur'an, is a
great power. When it finds it's way into one's heart, one finds himself
as powerful as to face the whole world and all the forces gathered
together against him. This was a great change. Only a few hours ago,
the sorcerers were the worshippers of Pharaoh, but having faith in
Allah they demonstrated such a great power and courage that in
response to all the threats to their lives by the Pharaoh, they only said
with perfect satisfaction that, in that case, ;@~?y~<f! "To our Lord
we are sure to return."
The sorcerers were fully aware of Pharaoh's power and authority
over them. They did not say that Pharaoh will not be able to kill them
because of their new faith. Their answer was to suggest that the whole
life of this temporary world had no value in their eyes. Their satisfaction was due to the fact that they were sure of meeting the Lord of the
worlds after passing away from this world. There they shall get a n
everlasting life of peace and comfort.

Another interpretation of their answer is that though the Pharaoh
had all the power to finish their life, but soon he will be presented
before the Lord of the worlds where he shall be taken to account for
his despotism. In another verse, the following statement is also
a
,
included in the answer of the sorcerers,
l3tl!L+
GI',,
2 u -I L +-u
,"You may pass any judgement you can against us, but your judgement
will be restricted to this worldly life." (72:20) This also shows their total
indifference towards the temporary life of this world. This great
change in their thought and action was the result of their true faith in
Allah. In addition to this, their faith opened the door of knowledge and
wisdom upon them which is manifest from their invocation to Allah a t
this occasion. They prayed, &C$;"f
1%
~ [ ; Y E ' ' o Allah! Shower
upon us patience and let death take us while we are Muslims." This
prayer is not only a manifestation of knowledge and wisdom, but also
the best means of getting out of the difficulty they were in. It is
because perseverance and patience are the only keys to success over
one's enemy.
/
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The report of the commission formed for investigating the causes
and effects of the World War has remarked that the Muslims who
observe faith in Allah and in the Hereafter are the most valiant and
brave people in the battle field, and the most patient in the times of
difficulty because they have faith in Allah and in the Hereafter. This is
why the German military officials, expert in military sciences, emphatically suggested that they should create honesty and sense of accountability in the Hereafter among their soldiers, as they are the great
source of strength and courage. (Tafsir a l - ~ a n z r )

It Was A Miracle
The instant perfect change of mind of the sorcerers was, in no way,
- a lesser miracle than the other miracles of the prophet Musa rxJl&A
Those who led a life of infidelity and ignorance for their whole life
were instantly changed into the most cognizant, knowledgeable and
true Muslims, as faithful as to readily sacrifice their life for their faith.
It is a pity that the Muslims and the Muslim states are trying all other
ways and means to make themselves powerful and strong, but have
become neglectful of the real source of power and strength. That is
faith, perseverance and patience.

Pharaoh was frightened
It is to be noted that the Pharaoh was in some degree successful in
keeping his ignorant people in their former ignorance through his
clever and false statements, but a t the same time, they strangely
noted that all the fury and rage of Pharaoh was limited to the
- sorcerers only. He did not dare say a word against the prophets Musa
r~~ +L and Harun who were his real opponents. This is obvious from
rt
'9 6,<
the following statement of his people:
I2
L.ZJZ,$
"Do you leave Muss r%,.t~ &A and his people alone to spread disorder in
the land, even when he abandons you and your gods?"
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Pharaoh had no convincing answer to this question. He only said,
& i*
i # $LJ, ,
,
'YW:~, ,,We shall slaughter their sons and let
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their women live, and we have full power over them."
According to the commentators of the Holy Qur'an, Pharaoh tried
to satisfy his people saying that by killing their males and leaving
their women alive, he shall totally eliminate them within a period of
time. Their women shall be spared to serve his people as maid
servants. In fact, Pharaoh was so frightened by the miracle of the
Lj, that even a t this occasion when he was threatprophet MGsa
ening to kill all the men of Israelites, he could not utter a single word
- ,,+Maulana
Rhmi said :
of threat against MGsi and HZrhn
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"Whoever adopts 'Taqwa' and fears Allah is feared by all
human beings and spirits" .

The above statement of Pharaoh's people, 'Even when he abandons
you and your gods' makes us understand that Pharaoh himself used to
worship other gods, even though he claimed to be the god of his people.
The law about killing of the males of the Israelites and leaving their
women alive was now promulgated the second time. The first time it
was put into force prior to the birth of the prophet MGsa r%,.tl Lj,. He
was witnessing the failure of this law up to this day which was evident
from the huge crowd of the Israelites present at this occasion. When

Allah intends to bring disgrace to a people, all they contrive leads to
nothing but disaster. We shall soon see that this tyranny and oppression, a t last, led him and his people to an ignominious end.

Verses 128-132

And MGsZ said to his people," "Seek help from Allah and
be patient. Surely, the land belongs to Allah. He lets
whomsoever He wills, from among His slaves, inherit it.
And the end-result is in favour of the God-fearing!' [I281
They said, 'We were persecuted before you came to us,
as well as, after you have come to us:' He said, "It is
likely that your Lord will destroy your enemy and
make you successors in the earth, then He will see how
you act." [I291
And We seized the people of the Pharaoh with years of
famine and loss of fruits, so that they may take lesson.
[I301 So when something good came to them they said,
'This is our right.' And if they suffered from something
evil, they ascribed it as an ill omen to Muss and those
with him. Listen, their omen lies with Allah only, but
most of them do not know. [I311
And they said, "whatever sign you bring to us to

enchant us therewith, we are not going to believe in
you!' [I321

After being defeated by the prophet MEsG, r~~~
Pharaoh
enforced the law of killing the male children of the Israelites. They
were greatly alarmed of the punishment they had experienced before
-the coming of the prophet Musa r)LJI 4.The prophet MEsa ?LJI +L
was also mindful of this fact. Out of his kindness, he offered two wise
solutions to the Israelites. He said to them that only way of getting out
of this trial was, firstly, to seek help from Allah and, secondly, to
remain patient until the things change into their favour. He also
promised them that they shall inherit the whole land if they faithfully
I-!
observed the two instructions. This is what the verse said:
>
@,b,wi;:?+
& fkfsdJ;i'h~%
$!rl;$ljl'Seek
help from Allah and be
patient; surely, the land belongs to Allah, He lets whomsoever He wills
inherit it, from among his servants." This implies that all the lands
belong to Allah, and He lets whomsoever He wills inherit the land.
And decidedly the end result is for the God-fearing. So, if they observe
'Taqwat (keep away from disobedience) by acting upon the two instruction offered above they shall ultimately rule the whole country.

&I,. .
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The Only Way To Success
A little reflection over the above two teachings of the prophet MEsG
I
will show that it is the sovereign remedy which never fails
r~ A +
against any difficulty. The first ingredient of this recipe is seeking
help from Allah which is the essence of Ihe remedy. It is for the
obvious reason that if the Creator of the universe comes to one's help
- who is there to stop Him? Maulana Rum; said in a couplet:

"The earth, the air, the water and the fire, all are servants of
Allah. To me and to You they are dead, but to Allah they are
full of life."
It is reported in a HadTth: When Allah wills to do something everything turns in favour of that purpose. Therefore, nothing is more
powerful against a n enemy than seeking Allah's help with all the
sincerity of one's heart, Simply uttering out some formula words for
seeking help are not enough.

The second important ingredient of the recipe is being patient. The
Arabic word 'Sabr' rendered as patience literally signifies to keep
oneself under one's control against unfavourable happenings. It is
common knowledge that nothing significant can be achieved without
undergoing difficulties and hardships. One who readily prepares
himself to face hardships is generally successful in most of his objectives. The Holy Prophet
said in a Tradition, "No greater blessing
has been given to any one other than patience." (AbG DawGd)
The Israelites who seemed to have no conception of such matters
could not understand how patience alone could free them from
Pharaoh's punishment and bring them success against him. They
&A
saying:
blamed the prophet MGsa

'We have been persecuted before you came to us as well as
after you came to us."

What they meant, perhaps, was that they were looking for a
prophet to deliver them from the oppression of the Pharaoh, but their
fate remained unchanged even after he came to them. The prophet
Muss ,)LJI Ljc answered to them:

'It is likely that your Lord will destroy your enemy and m"ae
you successors in the earth that He may see how then, you
act.'

Sovereignty is a test
The last phrase of the verse has provided with a wise observation
that sovereignty or dominion is not in itself an aim or objective but a
means to achieve the objective of making peace and justice prevail in
the land. Sovereignty or dominion is a sacred trust bestowed upon by
Allah for making good prevail over evil. The verse has warned them
that, in case they are bestowed this trust, they should not forget the
ill fate of those who were before them.
Though the direct addressee of the verse are the Israelites, but
indirectly the verse has thrown a warning to all those trusted with
rule or dominion. Sovereignty or power, in fact, belongs to Allah alone.
Allah has made man his deputy on the earth. He is the One who desig-

nates man with power and takes it away when He so wills. This is
what the following verse means:

"You give power to whom You please, and You strip off power
from whom You please." (3:26)

The power and rule, therefore, is a test for the rulers to see how
far they have fulfilled their duty of establishing peace and justice and
making good prevail over evil.
AbE Hayyan in his Tafsir Al-Bahr-a1 Muhit has included the
following event under the comments on this verse: 'Amr ibn 'Ubaid
once visited Mansur, the second caliph of the Abbaside dynasty, prior
to his designation to caliphate and recited this verse: 'It is likely that
Allah will destroy your enemy and make you successor in the earth.'
This was a sort of prediction by 'Amr ibn 'Ubaid of his succession to
the throne. Soon after Mansir succeeded to the throne and became the
Caliph. 'Amr ibn 'Ubaid came to the Caliph again. Mansur reminded
him of the prediction made by him. Amr ibn 'Ubaid instantly
answered, "Well, the first part of the prediction has come true and you
have become the Caliph, but the second part of it still remains unfulfilled. The verse also contains this phrase, hen, He will
see how you act." Amr ibn 'Ubaid suggested that gaining power is not
a matter of pride because thereafter, Allah judges the acts of those in
authority and sees how they make use of this trust.
The next verses speak of the events that led Pharaoh and his
people to a number of calamities sent to them as punishment and
finally led them to their death. The first heavenly punishment came
to them in the form of famine. According to historical reports this
famine lasted for seven years.
"And We seized the people of the Pharaoh with years of famine and
loss of fruits, so that they may take lesson. So when something good
came to them they said, 'This is our right.' And if they suffered from
- something evil, they ascribed it as an ill omen to Musa ?K-~ILJC and
those with him. Listen, their omen lies with Allah only, but most of
them do not know."
The first verse has described the famine with two phrases: 'years of

faminet and 'loss of fruits.' The respected Companion 'Abdullah ibn
' ~ b b a sand the commentator Qatzdah have said that the punishment
of drought was for the people of the rural areas, while people living in
cities and towns were punished by the loss of fruits. When a people are
stamped with the wrath of Allah they lose their faculty of distinguishing right from wrong. Pharaoh and his people too, had lost their
understanding. They did not take lesson from this warning. On the
contrary, they ascribed the calamity to be a bad presage from the
- and his people. The verse said, 'So when someprophet Musa rUl
thing good came to them they said, 'This is our right.' And if they
- suffered from something evil, they ascribed it as an ill omen to Musa
rU l + and those with him. Listen, their omen lies with Allah only,
but most of them do not know."
The Arabic word: $ 'Tztirt used for omen signifies a bird. The
Arabs had a superstition that a bird coming down to their right or left
meant a good or bad fate. The verse implies that good or bad fate
comes from Allah. Everything in this world happens under the will of
Allah. No one is there to bring good or bad fate to any one. It is sheer
ignorance to believe in such things and base their activities on such
baseless assumptions. The last verse describes their rejection of the
truth in these words:
<,.'Whatever sign
And they said, *$,&?% C; &
.I ,
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you bring to us in order to enchant us therewith, we are not going to
believe in you."
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So We sent upon them the storm and locusts, and pests,
frogs and blood, signs distinct from each other. Yet
they showed arrogance and they were a guilty people.
[I331 And when the punishment fell upon them, they
said, "0Miisi, pray for us to your Lord by the covenant
He has made with you. If you remove the punishment
from us, we shall surely believe in you and shall send
the children of Isra'il with you!' [I341
So when We removed the punishment from them, for a
period of time that they had to reach, they suddenly
started to break the promise. [I351 Then we took
vengeance from them, and drowned them in the sea,
for they belied Our signs and were neglectful of them.
[I361

The above verses relate the next part of the story of the prophet
+ and the-people
of Pharaoh. According to historical
Misa
reports, the prophet Musa r%.lI
stayed in Egypt for 20 years. He
kept preaching consistently and conveyed the message of Allah to
them. He was given nine miracles during his stay in Egypt which
served a s warnings to the people of Pharaoh. The Holy Qur7an h a s
,;$12$'!&>
"Surely,
referred to the nine miracles in these words. 'f$+We gave him nine miracles."
Out of the nine miracles, two were performed before Pharaoh and
his people. The third miracle was of famine reported in verse 130. The
above verses speak of the remaining six miracles. The verse 133 h a s
mentioned five punishments coming to the people of Pharaoh. All
these punishments have been termed a s 'signs distinct from each
other.' According to the comments of the respected Companion
'Abdullah ibn 'Abbas each of these punishments lasted for a fixed
period of time followed by a period of relief followed by the next
punishment.
Ibn-al-Mundhir has cited from the Companion 'Abdullah ibn 'Abbas
t h a t each punishment lasted for seven days starting from Saturday,
then they were given three weeks of relief. Imam al-Baghawi, citing
the Companion 'Abdullah ibn 'Abbas said that the first time when they
- were relieved of famine by asking the prophet Musa ?UI &A to pray

Allah for their relief, they did not keep the promise of believing in
- Allah. The prophet Musa r ~I-jc lprayed Allah that they may be
inflicted with some painful punishment so that it serves as a lesson to
his people and to their descendants. Allah first sent a storm upon
them. According to great commentators, this was a flood. All the lands
and houses of the people of Pharaoh were filled and surrounded by the
water leaving for them no place for farming and living in their homes.
The strange thing about it was that the lands and houses of the Israelites were not affected by the water of the flood.
In a state of great distress they came to the prophet MGsa r~~ 4
and reqhested him to pray Allah for their relief from this calamity.
They promised that if they are relieved from the flood they would
embrace faith in Allah and let the Israelites go with him from Egypt.
The prayer of the prophet was acceded to and the storm subsided. It is
reported that their fields were more fertile and productive than before.
Again they did not keep their promise and said that the storm was not
a punishment from Allah. Rather it came to their benefit and the
increase in the produce was the result of the flood and that Miss +
?UI
had nothing to do with it.
A period of respite was given to them to reflect and realize their
error. After a period of one month another punishment was sent to
them in the form of locusts which ate up all the crops and fruits. Some
reports say that the locusts devoured even their doors and roofs made
of wood and other things of their houses. Again they were surprised to
notice that the locusts did not do any harm to the houses and fields of
the Israelites which were quite close to them. Once again they cried for
help and implored to the prophet Muss
&A
to pray his Lord for
taking away this punishment from them and that they make firm
promise to believe in him and free the Israelites after their relief. The
prophet MEsZ rx.J~
Cj, prayed Allah for their relief again and they got
rid of this chastisement.
Seeing that they were left with enough grain to suffice them for
one year, they turned against their promise and showed arrogance as
before. Once again, a period of peace and relief followed. The third
punishment came to them of 'Qummal' rendered here as pest. Qummal
in Arabic is used for 'louse' as well as for an insect which eats up

grain. It is possible that both kinds of insects were sent to them, that
is, small pests started to eat up their grain while equally large number
of lice ate up even their hair and eyelashes. Exasperated as they were,
they came again to prophet MGsE ?UI and asked him to pray Allah
for their riddance, promising again their acceptance of the true faith
and release of the Israelites. He prayed Allah for their relief and Allah
relieved them of this punishment too.

+

The fourth punishment was of the frogs. The frogs were created in
such a large number in their houses that they covered them up to their
necks. The frogs covered them in their beds when they came to sleep.
All of their cooking pans and utensils and their household were full of
frogs. Being highly disgusted with this situation they came again to
- prophet Musa r%JILjs, with all their old promises, and asked him to
pray for their deliverance. This time also they were relieved of this
punishment. They were given enough time to correct themselves but
those who incur Allah's wrath are deprived of positive thinking. This
time when they were in peace they said that they were sure that Muss
rUI+L was a sorcerer and not a messenger of Allah. Those mishaps to
them were the effect of his sorcery.
After a month of relief the next punishment visiting them was that
of blood. Everything of their use turned into blood. Their drinks, their
food and their water became all blood before they could use them. As
they took out water from the wells or tanks it turned into blood.
History has reported it was strange that whenever the Egyptians and
the Israelites sat together for meal the morsel of food taken by the
Egyptian became all blood, while the one taken by an Israelite did not
change. This punishment too lasted for seven days. They were relieved
of this punishment through the prayer of the Prophet Muss r~~ ~
after their usual false promises.

j ,

The people of Pharaoh were subjected to the above five punishments one after another but they persisted in their arrogance and
showed no sign of taking lesson from these warnings. The sixth
punishment has been mentioned in the Qur'an by the Arabic word: 3J
'Rijz' which signifies plague or pestilence. The number of Egyptians
killed in this plague is reported to have been more than seventy thousand. They were relieved of this punishment by the prayer of the
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4.Again they broke their promise a s before. Now,
prophet MLsE
when they showed no sign of understanding they were finally caught
by the last punishment - the death. Leaving behind
- - all their lands,
houses and possessions they chased the prophet Musa rUI4 and his
people and were drowned in the sea.
Verse 137 - 141

And We made those people who were taken as weak,
the inheritors of the easts of the land and of it's wests
which We had blessed. And the sublime word of your
Lord was fulfilled for the children of Isra'il, because
they stood patient. And We destroyed what Pharaoh
and his people used to build and what they used to
raise high. [I371
And We made the children of Isrz'il cross the sea, then,
they came across a people sitting in devotion before
their idols. They (the Israelites) said, "0 Miis;, make
a god for us like they have gods." He said, 'You are
really an ignorant people. [I381 What these people are
in, is sure to be destroyed; and false is what they

Siirah Al-A'rgf : 7 : 137 - 141
are doing." [I391 He said, "Shall I seek any one other
than Allah as God for you, while He has given you
excellence over the (people of all the) worlds."[I401 And
(remember) when We delivered you from the pebple of
Pharaoh, who inflicted you with grievous torment,
slaughtered your sons and left your women alive and in
all that there was great trial from your Lord. [I411

The previous verses contained an account of the warnings from
Allah to the people of Pharaoh. The present verses speak of their ignominious end, and of the success of the Israelites. The verse 137 said,
"And We made the people, who were taken to be weak, the inheritors
of the land, of easts and wests which We had blessed." The verse did
not say, the people who were weak, rather it said, those who were
taken as weak. It implies that those having Allah as their support can
never be weak in the real sense of the word, though they may seem so
from their apparent condition. People finally come to realise that they
are not weak. It is because dignity and honour all belong to Allah. The
verse has used the term inheritance for their domination in the land to
indicate that like a son who deserves to be a real inheritor of his
father's land and possessions, the Israelites were the real inheritors of
the land and wealth of Pharaoh's people.
The words 'east' and 'west' have been used in plural perhaps to
denote the different points of sunset and sunrise in winter and
summer time. The word 'land', according t6 all experts in exegesis,
refers to the land of Egypt and Syria which was brought under the
domination of the Israelites after the people of Pharaoh and the
Amaleks were destroyed. The phrase 'Which We had blessed' refers to
the lands of Syria and Egypt. The Holy Qur'an has referred to Syria as
the land of Barakah (blessing). Similarly the land of Egypt has been
referred to a s the land of blessing in a number of Traditions. The
Caliph 'Umar ibn al-KhattGb has referred to river Nile as the prince of
all rivers. The Companion 'Abdullah Ibn 'Umar said that Egypt has
nine parts of blessing out of ten. The tenth part has been divided
throughout the earth. (Al-Bahr-a-Muhit)
In short, the verse has to say that the people who were considered
weak and abject were made the rulers of the land possessed by those
who showed arrogance. It shows how the promise made by Allah and

His Messenger came out true as it always does. The verse said, 'The
sublime word of your Lord was fulfilled.' The promise in this verse
-either refers to the promise made by the prophet Musa ,UI+ with
his people mentioned in verse 129 which said, 'It is very likely that our
Lord will destroy your enemy and make you successor in the earth.' Or
it refers to the promise made by Allah to the Israelites in a verse of
~Grah
Al-Qasas (the Stories) It said,
"
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"And it was Our will that We favour those considered weak in
the earth and make them leaders, and make them the inheritors, and give them power in the land, and show Pharaoh,
Haman and their armies, the very thing they dreaded." (28:5)

In fact, both the above promises are one and the same. The
- promise made by the prophet Musa r~~ 4 obviously was derived by
the promise of Allah. This favour of Allah upon the people of Israel
was the reward of their patience, as the verse has specified saying
'Because they stood patient.' That is, they were favoured by Allah for
their being patient in their distress. This has an understated indication that any people or individual following the same example, a t any
- time and in any place, shall get the same reward. The prophet Musa
rUIL& when making the promise of gaining the rule over the land had
emphatically said that perseverance, patience and seeking help from
Allah was the only key to success.
Sheikh Hasan al-Basri said that the verse suggested that in case
one is not as powerful as to defend himself against an enemy, the best
way to success is to remain patient. He said when a person who has
been wronged, tries to take revenge on his own by doing wrong to his
opponent Allah leaves him alone and lets him manage his own affairs,
ending in success or facing a failure. On the contrary, when one seeks
help from Allah against the affliction from others and remains patient,
Allah opens the door of success upon him. As the above promise for the
rule over the land was fulfilled by Allah, the same kind of promise

Allah made with the people of the prophet Muhammad in a verse of
SGrah Al-Nur:

"Allah has promised those of you who believe and do good
deeds that he will make them inherit the land, as He had
inherited those who were before them." (24:55)

As the Israelites witnessed the fulfillment of Allah's promise by
having their rule over the land, similarly the Muslim Urnmah
witnessed the fulfillment of Allah's promise in the form of their sovereignty over the major part of the earth (Riih a l - ~ a ~ a nIt) . is not justified
to say that the Israelites did not observe patience, because when
Prophet Musa rXJILjs asked them to be patient they said that they
were persecuted before and after he came to them. Firstly, because
their patience against the constant persecution a t the hands of
Pharaoh and his people is a proven fact. Secondly, the above statement might not be a complaint but a simple expression of their grief.
,y
ji2, .,,,
jl$* I;~ $ 2 ; "And We
Thereafter, the verse said, /j$
e Iju L,,'9,<,#,
,
destroyed whatever Pharaoh and his people used to build and what
they used to raise high." This refers to the buildings they raised high
and their trees etc. 'What they used to build' may also refer to their ill
-designs against the prophet Musa r ~ ~ +'What
.
they used to raise
high' is a reference to their mansions and to their trees.
,J4

fil

The events discussed up to this point were related to the destruction of Pharaoh and his people. The next verses describe the victory
and success of the Israelites followed by their insolence in spite of all
the blessings they received from Allah. These verses provide a kind of
solace to the Holy Prophet & against his grief a t the obstinacy of the
unbelievers, by showing the annoyance of the early prophets a t the
hands of their people.
After the miraculous victory of the Israelites over Pharaoh and his
people, and having a life of ease and comfort, they started to show the
signs of ignorance as people of wealth show when given a life of luxury
and opulence. The first impertinent request they made was to the
prophet MGsE r U I ' - j c to make for them a god like the gods of the

--

people they saw being worshipped on their way. They (the Israelites)
?, , ,/. # 4 ,
said, dl +I Uwl, l;l &I &$ L' "0Muss make a god for us like their gods."
He said, j,l& r~ ,&I JL~"You are really an ignorant people." The prophet
~ 6 s ;was greatly annoyed by their ignorance and said that the labour
of worship of those people was to go waste. How could he think of
making for them a god other than Allah while he had given to them
excellence over the people of all the worlds. That is, the people who
believed in the prophet Muss ?%JI
were superior to all the people of
that age.
d#
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The next verses remind them of their pitiable condition and their
persecutions a t the hands of Pharaoh when their sons were killed and
their daughters were saved to serve them a s their maid-servants.
Allah relieved them of this disgraceful chastisement through His
prophet. Shall they be as ungrateful to their Lord as to take the abject
stones as gods and make them partners with Allah? They must repent
to Allah for their transgression.

And We made a promise with MZsa for thirty nights,
then We supplemented them with ten. So, the total
period fixed by his Lord was forty nights. And MusZ
said to his brother Hirun, "Take my place among my
people and keep things right, and do not follow the way
of mischief makers!' [I421

This verse speaks of the period followed by the destruction of the
Pharaoh and his people. Having a peaceful time after their deliverance
from the Pharaoh and his people the Israelites requested the Prophet
MLsG r~~ +L to have some religious system of law so that they may
act upon it. The Prophet Muss ?%Jl
prayed Allah for a code of guidance for them. The Arabic word: LAG!, "wZadana' is a derivative of
kiwa'dah' which signifies a worded expression of offering something
good to someone - a promise.

-

-

- - - - -

-

-

Allah made a promise to MGsa rUlA& to send His word to him. It
was stipulated that MGsa rUl+LC should go to the mount of Sinai and
pass thirty nights there sitting in devotion for Allah. These thirty
nights were later supplemented with ten more nights to make them
forty.
There are some points in this verse which demand our attention:
Firstly, the number of nights to be passed by the Prophet MGsZ r~~ &A
was fixed to be forty nights in the will of Allah. Why was he first asked
to pass thirty nights, and then add ten more nights? No one, in fact,
can have access to all the wisdom and insight contained in divine acts.
The scholars, however, have provided with some explanations: The
famous commentary 'REh al-Bayan' states that one of the wisdom behind
the above commandment is of enjoining the laws gradually or by
degrees to make it easier for people to practice. The commentary
'TafsTr al-QurtubT' has said that this was for educating those in
authority to give respite to their subordinates if they fail to complete
their assignments in the prescribed time. This is what happened with
- Prophet Musa r % . J l ~ . When the spiritual excellence that was
required could not be achieved by him in thirty nights, ten more nights
were added to give him more time to acquire required perfection.
The commentators have reported that the Prophet MGsZ
kept fasting constantly for thirty days and nights without breaking his
fast in between. After completing thirty days he took the break fast
and presented himself at the fixed point on the mount Sinai, Allah
said to him that the peculiar odor generated by fasting in one's mouth
is liked by Allah. Muss ?)UI "j, had lost the odor by brushing his teeth,
he was therefore, required to observe fasting for ten more days in
order to create the odor again.
The above reports of the loss of odor, however, cannot be taken to
mean that brushing the teeth after fasting is prohibited or is something disliked, firstly, because the above report has been cited without
the chain of narrators and secondly because it could be a command~ and not for other
ment meant specifically for the Prophet MEsa r U+
people, or peculiar to the followrs of the Torah. The permissibility of
brushing one's teeth during fasting is a practice proved by the Holy
Tradition. Al-Baihaqi has reported the following Tradition on the

authority of Sayyidah 'A'ishah that the Holy Prophet & said: J;C%
51;;ll+&I
The best act of the one who is fasting is brushing one's teeth
,'
(with miswgh). Al-Jami' al-SaghTr has said that the status of this
Hadah is that of Hasan (a kind of authentic Tradition).
/'

could be
One may wonder here how the Prophet Mhsa r~~~
fasting continuously for thirty days without making a breakfast even
at nights, while during his travel for visiting Sayyidna Khizr (AlKhadir rKJlr-jc) he could not wait for even half of the day and said LI'
' L;gh,;r;. li&!;hl b:iL "Give us our food, because this journey has
IA
made us tired." Tafsir R i h al-Bayan has explained that this difference
was due to the different nature of journeys. This journey was of a
created being for another created being while the journey on the
mount of Sinai was for the Creator of a devoted created being who had
separated himself from the Creation in quest of his Lord. This spiritual journey weakened the vigour of physical demands of hunger and
thirst, making him capable of observing fast for continuous thirty days
and nights.
a
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Lunar or Solar Calendars
Another point inferred from this verse is that the laws' of the
Prophets counted the change of their dates a t night. The above verse
also has made a mention of thirty nights instead of thirty days. It is
because the lunar calendar was the standard calendar in the laws of
the Prophets. The beginning of the lunar month is based on sighting of
the moon which is possible only a t night. It is why the dates in lunar
calendar are changed a t sunset. Al-Qurtubi has reported this state,311 , ;GG,
$1
ment on the authority of Ibn al-'Arabi + ~
"The solar Calendar is for the benefits in wo;ldly matters while the
lunar Calendar is for religious observances."

+

++

According to the commentary of the Companion 'Abdurlah Ibn
'Abbas ~ 1 d
5l
the thirty nights were the nights of Zul Qa'dah, the
eleventh month of the lunar Calendar. The ten nights added to them
were the first ten nights of Zul-Hijjah. This makes us understand that
+ on the day of Eid-althe Torah was given to the Prophet Muss
Adha. (Qurtubi)
&J

The significance of number forty
This verse also implies that the number forty has some special

effect in spiritual rectification of one's heart. I t is reported in a Tradition of the Holy Prophet & that any one who worships Allah for forty
days with sincerity of his heart, his heart is made a source of wisdom.
(RGh al-Bayan)

Practising Gradualism
This verse also educates people to fix a period of time for the fulfillment of their objective and to approach their aims gradually, a s it is
the practice of Allah to do things gradually. Haste and hurry in doing
things is not approved by Allah. By creating the universe in six days
while Allah had all the powers to create it instantly without requiring
a single moment, He has provided people with a wise principle t h a t
they should approach their ends by stages in a period of time so that
they may give due attention to their objectives. The Torah was also not
given to the Prophet MGsa rUl&in a moment but a period was fixed
for it to emphasize the same practice. (Qurtubi)
It was by ignoring this principle that the Israelites had lost their
4 while leaving for the mount
faith in Allah. The Prophet Mksa
of Sinai had said that he would be away for thirty days. When he did
not return in this period due to being retained for the next ten days,
the Israelites, being unduly hasty people said that the Prophet MGsG
rUI +L was lost somewhere, so they should choose another leader for
their guidance. Consequently, they fell prey to the sorcerer Samir; and
started worshipping the golden calf. Had they been a people of
patience and practised gradualism, they would have not committed
the fatal error of infidelity. The next sentence of the verse said, &$36;
@ $%qj&$&$
$1
$
;; &?"MGS;
J&
said to his brother
Harun, "Take my place among my people and keep things right, and do
not follow the way of mischief makers." This sentence also contains
some observations of religious importance.

$41

Making one's deputy when needed.
The Prophet Muss r)Wt& made it a point to appoint Sayyidna
Harun as his deputy when he intended to leave for the mount of Sin$
and said that he should take the responsibility of his people in his
absence. This makes it imperative for those who hold some responsible
office that they appoint someone to look after the work in their
absence.

-

The Holy Prophet & used to appoint someone as his deputy whenever he used to leave Madinah. The Companions 'Ali and 'Abdullih ibn
Umm Maktim were appointed as his deputies on different occasions.
(~urtubi)

The Prophet Miisa + J I
gave certain instructions to the Prophet
Hariin rWl& before his departure to the mount of Sinai, indicating
that leaving instructions or guidelines for the deputy is also a religious
requirement. The first instruction given by the Prophet MisZ r~~ +L
was just a word gi"that is, 'set right'. The object of this imperative
has not been mentioned. Possibly, he made it a general command to be
observed by the Israelites and the Prophet Harun as well.
The second instruction was in these words: 3 4 1 $5; "And do
not follow the way of mischief-makers." It is obvioui t i a t Prophet
Harun r U l ~
being
,
a Prophet of Allah could not be supposed to
indulge in mischief. This instruction, therefore, meant that he should
not do any such thing as could help or encourage the mischief makers.
This is exactly what the Prophet H a r i n did when he saw his people
following the magician Samiri, so much so that they started worship- ping the golden calf. The Prophet Harun ?Y..JI
+L prevented them from
this act as well as admonished Samiri against his mischief. Later, the
& , called him to account for this act of theirs,
Prophet Miss r%lt.
thinking that it was the result of inefficiency on the part of the
Prophet H i r u n
4.
This also serves as a lesson for those who do
not care for orderly disposition of matters and take it as a sign of
piousness.

-

Verses 143 145

And when MusZ came at Our appointed time and his
Lord spoke to him, he said, "My Lord, show (Yourself)
to me that I may look at You." He said: 'You shall never
see Me. But look at the mount. If it stays at its place
you will see Me." So when his Lord appeared to the
Mount, He made it smashed, and MusZ fell down unconscious. Then, when he recovered, he said: 'Fure are
You. I repent to You, and I am the first to believe!' [I431
He said, "0,Miis:, I have chosen you above all men for
my messages and for My speaking. So, take what I have
given to you, and be among the grateful." [I441
And We wrote for him on the Tablets every thing of
advice, and explanation of all things. So hold it firm
and ask your people to hold on to the best things in it. I
shall show you the house of the sinners. [I451

The verse 143 carries the phrase jI,i J "you shall never see me" The
phrase has an indication that sighting of Allah is not impossible, but
- that he (Musa rKJl& ) cannot endure it with his present physical
:
disposition. Had it been impossible, the phrase would have been 6Jl
"I cannot be seen" (Mazhari) This allows that sighting of Allah is a
logical possibility even in this world but at the same time this verse
has precluded the possibility of its occurrence in this world. This is
also the unanimous view of the majority of scholars. The following
hadah has been included in Sah<hMuslim:

"None among you can see his Lord unless he dies."

The second phrase, $1 J!$I ,XrrjItBut
*I
look a t the mount" is a physical demonstration of t<e fact that in his present state the addressee is
not capable of enduring the impact of such experience.
Thereafter, Allah actually demonstrated this fact by a flash of His
appearance on the Mount of Sinai which could not stand it and was
smashed into pieces.

A,". /..
&dl&>

The next phrase is
I=I; "So when his Lord appeared to the
Mount." The Arabic wdrd $"~ajall.? signifies exposure or disclosure.
According to the Spiritual masters (Sufis) the word signifies seeing
something indirectly through some other means, like seeing certain
thing reflected in the mirror. The word, therefore, cannot signify
'seeing'. It is also inferred by this very verse because this verse has
negated the possibility of seeing while it has mentioned the occurrence
of 'Tajalli' or appearance on the mount of Sinai.
Imam &mad, Tirmidhi and Hakim have reported on the authority
of the Companion Anas L L ~&I +> that the Holy Prophet & recited this
verse and placing his thumb on the tip of his little finger said that only
this much of Allah's light was exposed to the mount of Sinai which
made it burst into pieces. This does not necessarily mean that the
whole of the mount was not shattered, but the part of the mountain
directly exposed to light might have been affected.

The Speech of Allah:
The fact that Allah spoke directly to the Prophet MGsa
~ j is
s
confirmed by the Qur'an in clear terms. The first time Allah spoke
- with the Prophet Musa r % + l l i j .
was when he was entrusted with
Prophethood. This is the second time at the occasion of giving him the
Torah that He spoke to him. The wording of the present verse indicates that this later discourse of Allah had some additional characterstics as compared to the first speech of Allah.
As to the question what was the nature and character of this
discourse, cannot be ascertained by anyone but Allah. Only those
logical suppositions, in this regard, can be allowed which do not go
against any rule of the Shari'ah. None of such views can be accepted as
being definite unel'ss supported by some valid argument. The best
practice, in this regard, is the one followed by the Companions, their
disciples, and the elders who followed them. They left such matters to
Allah and never tried to make ungrounded supposition to resolve
them. (Bayan al-Qur'iin).
The last sentence is /&?Ji$+&
,,
"I will show you the abode of the
sinners". This is a kind of promise by Allah that the Israelites shall
soon take over Egypt or perhaps Syria, referred to as the abode of the

sinners in this verse. There are two views about the reference to the
abode of the sinners. The first holds that the reference has been made
to Egypt while the second takes it to refer to Syria. The difference of
opinion is, in fact, based on a question whether the Israelites had
returned to Egypt after the destruction of Pharaoh and his people or
not. If they went back to Egypt at that time and ruled the land, as has
been indicated by the verse 137 saying that Allah made the Israelites
inherit the land, then, this verse definitely has referred to Syria, as
the abode of the sinners. It is because, in this case, the Israelites had
taken over the land of Egypt before this event of Allah's light
appearing to the Mount of Sinai. In case, they did not go to Egypt after
the destruction of Pharaoh, the reference may be to Egypt and Syria,
both.
,,,'
2'w
; "And we wrote for him everything on the
The phrase
Tablets" makes us understand that the Torah was given to the
Prophet MGsa r ~ &A l inscribed or written on the Tablets.

Verses 146 - 151

1. Another view with regard to these tablets is that these tablets were given
to him prior to the revelation of the Torah and were not the part of the
Torah. This has been cited by Allama Shabbir Ahmad Usmani under his
comments on this verse. He has cited it from Ibn Kathir. (Translator)

I shall keep away from My verses those who show arrogance on the earth unduly without truth. And even if
they see every sign they do not believe in it. And if they
Fee the Path of guidance, they do not take it as their
way, and if they see the path of misguidance they do
take it as their way. That is because they have belied
Our signs, and have been neglectful of them. [I461 And
those who have belied Our signs and the meeting of the
Hereafter, their deeds have gone waste. They will not
be rewarded but for what they have been doing. [I471
And after him the people of MGsa made a calf from their
ornaments; just a body with a moaing sound. Did they
not see that it neither talked to them nor did it g u i h
them to the path? They took to it, and were so unjust.
[I481 And when they became remorseful and saw that
they had gone astray, they said, 'If Allah shows no
mercy upon us, and forgives us not, we shall certainly
be among the losers.' [I491 And when Miis: returned to
his people, angry and sad, he said, "How bad is the
thing you have done in my absence? How did you act in
haste against the command of your Lord?" And he
dropped down the Tablets and grabbed the head of his
brother pulling him towards himself. He (Harun) said,
'0, born of my mother, the people have taken me as
weak and were about to kill me, so do not let the
enemies laugh at me, and do not count me with the
wrong-doers.' [I501 He said, 'My Lord forgive me and my
brother, and admit us into Your mercy. And You are
the most Merciful of all those who show mercy!' [I511

Commentary
The verse 146 spoke of the arrogant people as showing arrogance
injustly. The word without truth or injustly indicates that assuming
arrogance in response to the arrogant people is a justified act, since it
is the act of arrogance in appearance, and not in reality. It is a known
9,;
dictum: $$$@p.91"Showing arrogance to the arrogant is an act
of humbleness". (Masail as-Suluk).
8

The effects of Arrogance
By saying, "I shall keep away from My verses those who show arrogance," the verse implies that the people who have an offensive sense
of superiority over others are deprived of knowledge and understanding. They are rendered incapable of benefitting themselves from
the signs of Allah. The term 'Signs of Allah', may have a reference to
the revealed verses of the Torah, Evangel and the Qur'an, as well as to
the signs inherent in all the things of the heavens and the earth. The
false sense of superiority is, therefore, the worst habit which keeps
man away from deliberations in the signs of Allah and getting awareness of the truth.
We find it stated in Ruh-al-Bayan that arrogance is such a wicked
habitude as raises a wall between man and the knowledge from Allah.
Since divine knowledge comes only through the mercy of Allah, and
the mercy of Allah visits those who are humble. The spiritual leader
Sheikh Rumi has said:
3,JM
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"Water flows down towards the slope, and solution goes where
difficulty appears."

The next verses continue to narrate the remaining part of the
story. When the prophet Muss r~~ Ljt did not turn up after thirty
days from the mount of Sinai where he was to be ordained by Allah
after passing ten more nights on the mount, the Israelites who were a
hasty and impatient people began to make fuss about it.
Among them there was a person named Samiri who was a prominent man, but at the same time, had beliefs in superstitions. He said
to the people t h a t the jewels and ornaments of the Egyptians
possessed by them were not permissible for them. It may be noted that

the plunder or booty taken from the enemy after their defeat was also
not permissible for the Israelites. The Israelites gathered all their
jewels and handed these over to him. He melted the ornaments and
forged a golden calf from it. A peculiar thing reported about him is
that he had collected some dust from under the hoofs of the horse of
the Archangel Jibra'il (Gabriel) at some occasion. Allah had made this
dust to have the effect of some kind of life. Samiri mixed this dust with
the molten metal while preparing the calf. This made the calf to emit a
sound like the mooing of a cow.
Having designed this satanic invention he invited the people to
worship the calf and said that it was god. He said that the Prophet
~ u s ?K-lI
a 'ijc had gone to speak with God to the mount of Sing; while
god had come to them in the form of this calf. Samiri already enjoyed a
place of respect among them, this unusual demonstration increased
their trust in him and they started worshipping the calf, and took it as
their god. The verse 148 has given a short description of this event
while another verse of the Holy Qur'En has described it in detail.
The verse 149 speaks of their remorse on this guilt and their repentance, while the verse 150 describes the events followed by the arrival
of the Prophet MGsa r ~+L lfrom the mount of S i n z . It described that
- the Prophet Musa r~~~
was extremely angry when he saw his
people in this state of ignorance. It is reported that Allah had
informed him of their perversion on the mount of Sinai. Now seeing
them in this state with his own eyes filled him with indignation. First,
he turned to his people and said: jg&;;- (-rf "How bad is the
did you act in
thing you have done in my absence1'..~cl;<i~+i " ~ b w
haste against the command of your Lord?" That is, you must have
waited until the book of Allah came to you. Some of the commentators
have said that it meant that they hastily decided that the Prophet
MGsa iWl& was dead. Then he turned to the Prophet Harun ;hl~
ji
whom he has left among them as his deputy. He wanted to free his
hand in order to grab him. He quickly put down the tablets of the
Torah and grabbed the head of his brother. This has been termed as
having dropped. The Arabic word used here is: LII I l q 2 which signifies
-dropping or throwing. This gives rise to a doubt that the Prophet Musa
rWI4 showed disrespect to the tablets of the Torah by throwing or

.

dropping them down. It is obvious that throwing the tablets of the
Torah was great sin, and equally obvious is the fact that all the
Prophets are innocent and free of all sins. The implication of the verse,
therefore, is that he put away the Tablets a s quickly in order to free
his hands, as seemed like having been dropped. The Holy Qur'an has
described it by using this word as a gesture of warning. (Bayan al-Qur'an)
Thereafter he turned to the Prophet H&En
&A
and grasped the
hair of his head. The Prophet Harun then gave him the true account of
the events and said that it was not his fault, for he stopped them from
this wicked act but they did not listen to him. They were so obstinate
about it that they were about to kill him. He said that he should not
count him among the ignorant people and should not let his enemies
laugh a t him by treating him in that way. This made the Prophet
Muss
+ cool down. At this occasion, he prayed to Allah, saying,
90,' < 7.50 , ,. &v'/
,'
Od,&'?;$$l~y''My
Lord, forgive me and my
I
brother, and admit us to Your mercy, and You are the most merciful of
all those who show mercy." He asked forgiveness for his brother for
any of his shortcoming with regard to his duties. He asked forgiveness
for himself either for his putting away the tablets of the Torah in a
hurry which the Holy Qur'an had described as having been 'dropped'
to make a gesture of warning, or perhaps, for educating people that
they should include themselves while asking forgiveness for others to
preclude the sense of complacency on their part.
7,

Verses 152 - 156

